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The Letters to Daniel are written in many volumes and are a work in
progress. Volumes 1 and 2 are a chronological history of how I was
saved, and various experiences I have had while living my Christian
life.
As of this writing, 11 February 2013, Volumes 1-3 are complete, with
Volume 4 in progress. This Volume, “Zero” contains only one letter,
Letter 0 - Introduction. The notion of writing an Introduction didn’t
occur to me until after I began writing the Letters and was well into
the series. So when the idea later presented itself to me I then
wondered how I would number the Introduction. Later on another
thought occurred to me that it could be unique and just be numbered
“Zero”. That way, even though I am writing the Introduction long after
I started Letter 01 Prologue, it can be listed at the beginning.
Each letter heading has a unique number sequence, regardless of
volume. The title is beneath the number, and the date the letter was
printed and posted is below that, for example:
Letters To Daniel
Volume xx
Letter 000 (unique number sequence)
Title
0000-00-00 (printed and posted on year, month, date)
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A coding system was used to hide the true identities of most of the
people and places in the account. The table below will explain the
basic framework of the code.
(Cxxx) = Christian(s)
(CBxxx)= Christian Brother
(CSxxx)= Christian Sister
(Gxxx)= Organization
(Lxxx)= Location
(M) = the Wife of the author
(Pxxx) = Person (of interest)
(Uxxx)= Unique Body of Christ or Church
(AAA) = Bus Route
(BBB) = Bus Route
(Zxxx)= Special Note
Blessings…
Romanus Christian (R.C.) Theophilus
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